iii. We proposed a security dependence principle presence in WSN , which widely used in object-oriented programming. Extract high-level security abstractions which be depended by specific safety problems, i.e. Clone attack, wormhole attack. We describe relationships and structures of security dependence in several common attacks.
INTRODUCTION
Micro-Electro-Mechanism System(MEMS), system on a chip (System on Chip, SoC), wireless communications and the rapid development of low-power embedded technology promote the development of wireless sensor networks (Wireless Sensor Networks, WSN) which consist of plenty of low power, low cost, distributed and self-organization sensor nodes. Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) have been widely used in military, environmental, and Internet of Things(IOT). The features of next generation WSN as following. More larger: Accessed terminal type and quantity will be more than before, at the same time, network applications will be more extensive; More faster: Ensured high performance communication; More safer: we have the ability of recognition, authentication and access authorization for network object, implying a trusted network by data encryption and integrity; More timely: making service quality control; More manageable: order management, efficient operations, timely maintenance; More effective: forming the profitable mode that create a significant social and economic benefits.
Different applications scenarios [1] of WSN can be divided into two categories as follow: Environmental mild, characterized by unattended easily, for example, ocean and marsh areas; Environmental harsh, characterized by attended easily, for example, family and plant areas;
For different goals, adversary launched various attacks, such as compromise attacks, clone attack, wormhole attacks and so on. Now cunning adversary not only launched an attack, while several different attacks launched together can reduce costs, get more valuable informations and huge income.
In this paper, we first analysis the two scenarios models in WSN. Different models have different security goals, so, the costs and ways to attack are completely different; Then, we discuss the relationships between several attacks. According to analysis comprehensive attacks, prove they are more dangerous than ordinary attacks, at the same time, they are major security problem in next generation WSN. Finally, we apply security dependence inversion principle in object-oriented to various attacks in WSN, propose security dependence principle which explain the network layer security relies on some high level of abstract safety issues that play a drastic role.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Next section reviews related work; Section III shows the security design; Section IV presents conclusion.
II. Related work
In this section, firstly, we describe the existing applications of WSN. Then, we introduce several attacks in network layer and corresponding measures.
The applications of wireless sensor network technology have been classified into four main categories: environmental monitoring, health care, security, and additional applications [2] . The difference is that the application environment is friendly or hostile, such as disaster management and environmental management, in which sensor nodes generally distributed in the ocean, marshes, forests, where are difficult for human to arrive; However,the environment apply to factory equipment and smart home is friendly to humans, of course, also be easily achieved for the adversary.
Compromise attacks involved adversary compromising certain nodes and acquiring their keying materials. Then, they will interrupt the network routing and launch sybil attack [3] , where a single node presents multiple identities to other nodes, or clone attack, in which clone one compromised node and put into multiple network places [4] . Yanchao Zhang et al [5] proposed a location-based compromise-tolerant security mechanisms for WSN. Parno et al [6] put forward the clone attack problem, then the researchers proposed various nodes cloning attack detection scheme [7] [8] [9] [10] . Perrig et al [11] propose a packet leash mechanism for detecting and thus defending against wormhole attacks. Edith C. H. Ngai et al [12] propose a novel light-weighted algorithm for detecting sinkhole attacks and identifying the intruder in an attack Existing solutions rarely consider the threats constitute of co-existence several attacks to WSN. Undoubtedly, it will increase the cost of building and maintaining WSN if we just accumulate various protocols of attacks solutions to specific application in WSN. Obviously, this approach is unscientific and undesirable. In this paper, we illustrate the intrinsic relationships of security threats in network layer through above several attacks. We present a security dependence principle of attacks, which describe the possibility of comprehensive attacks. In the future, adversary will be more prefer to launch low-cost comprehensive attacks which will obtain more useful and value informations.
III. Security Design
In this section, Firstly, we analysis the characteristics and security goals of different application models. Then, we study possible comprehensive attacks and their hazards. Lastly, we analysis the architecture constituted by exist attacks through security dependence principle.
Model research
We assume that the application in WSN is composed of a powerful central base station and many low configuration sensor nodes, most nodes are stationary, their tasks are sensing informations, data processing and data transferring. Application scenarios show in [2] . There are two kinds of application models： Environment harsh: The deployment of sensor nodes by plane spreading. Adversary unclear the specific location and ID information. The value brought by compromised nodes is much less than the cost of compromising the node(its major responsible is accomplishing perception tasks) through GPS or other sensor nodes located technology. The Applications deploy in environment harsh must:
• Resist natural environmental hazards, such as flood, sunshine, wind, pressure and so on.
• Avoid interfering or shielding channels, such as magnetic interference.
Adversary goals as following:
• Obtain the final data while he is not interested in single sensor node.
• Compromise pivotal sensor node or base station. Environment mild. The location of sensor nodes is easy to reached for adversary. For example, comparing to marsh areas, we can easily deploy sensor nodes in the factory areas , then, adversary prone to compromise sensor nodes and launch a series of attacks. The Applications deploy in environment mild must:
• Avoiding capture or compromise sensor nodes in WSN by adversary, because it is easy for attacker.
• Avoiding attacker sneap into and launch internal attacks.
• Compromise or destroy sensor nodes.
• Sneap into WSN, and then, obtain and manipulate informations.
Comprehensive attacks
Security is one of the major aspects of any application in WSN. In this section, we analysis the influence affected by comprehensive attacks which different traditional. We introduce an example of comprehensive attacks.
Before introducing comprehensive attack, we first introduce a nodes replace attack rely on the action of node capture which is one of the most vexing problems in sensor net work security. [13] pointed out the problem of node capture and explained that its solution majority based on the redundancy which are well suited to sensor networks particularly. Nodes replication attack have been know by us, namely clone attack(Clone attack take advantage of captured normal nodes in a network, acquired node ID and corresponding private informations, and use this to copy arbitrary duplicate nodes, then put those malicious nodes which contain legal informations into critical areas.). [7] [8] [9] [10] proposed many solutions for clone attack detection, but few existed clone detection protocols can ensure that the probability of successful detected is 100%, which provided the available conditions to the attack of node replace. Adversary run out of energy of compromise sensor nodes after compromised they by cunning way, or destroy it artificial. And then, replacing the original legitimate sensor nodes by building powerful puppet nodes which have legitimate private informations. In order to hided their identities of puppet, they complied with majority network protocols perfectly, furthermore, they would attached extra functionalities builded by adversary. Using this extra functionalities completed desired tasks for adversary.
Adversary launch the comprehensive attacks consist of compromise attacks, clone attacks, nodes replace attacks, wormhole attacks and sinkhole attacks at the same time. It roughly divided into three steps as following:
Step one: Show like Figure1, adversary sneak into the application of WSN, this situation can easily occur in the environment mild areas, capture or compromise some sensor nodes in it, and then obtain confidential informations through special tricks. Above processes provide helps for next attacks.
Figure1. Adversary capture and compromise sensor nodes
Step two: Adversary build their own puppet nodes which instead of compromised legal nodes using the confidential informations obtained by the first step. So adversary can evade clone attack detection successfully, because the puppet nodes have legitimate unique ID and replace the original legitimate sensor node(rather than exist with legitimate sensor nodes together in the network), which do not cause the execution of clone attack detection protocols since there does not exist the conflict of different locations but same legal ID. It saves a lot of trouble for adversary. According to above behaviors , adversary has at least two puppet nodes which have plenty of energy, highprofile and high-resistance deployed by adversary. Next, these puppet nodes can jointly launched wormhole attack, and attracted informations traffic between puppet nodes in the network, show in Figure2.
Figure2. Adversary launch wormhole attack
Step three: Since the puppet nodes with powerful function have legitimate identification informations deployed by adversary, it will also have the characteristics of sybil attack. Since puppet nodes have been controlled the flow of information all over the network basically, it can continue to control the flow of informations to sink, then, form sinkhole attack show like Figure3.
The solutions of sensor nodes capture or compromise base on redundancy; Clone attack detection through finding the conflicts of same legitimate ID appear in different locations; There is no related solution to resolve nodes replace attacks; Mostly, wormhole and sinkhole attacks detection use the approach of statistical, they find dramatic changes in the certain statistical patterns and then decide whether there existed corresponding attacks. For each individual attack, people have been proposed multiple routing protocols to solve it. [5] is mainly to solve the capture or compromise attacks, [7] [8] [9] [10] can be solved clone attacks, [11] solved the problem of wormhole attack , [12] solve the attack of sinkhole. Recent studies show that more and more scholars began to focus on comprehensive attack , for example, [15] use a secure routing method SEF + LITEWORP detecting false report injections and wormhole attacks in wireless sensor networks. In the future, solving comprehensive attacks with minimum cost will be expected, especially the comprehensive attacks composed by many individual attacks.
Figure3. Adversary launch sinkhole attack

Security dependence principle
The so called dependence inversion principle is rely on the abstract, do not depend on the specific in object-oriented programming. Simply, it means that require to program abstractions, not to program instance, thus reducing the coupling degree of models between client and instance. Similarly, for various attacks in WSN, such security dependence principle apply to. A comprehensive attack described in part 3 shows the following dependence relationship:
Figure4. Attacks dependence relationship
In the phase of capturing or compromising, adversary prepare for next phase(nodes replace attack) by obtaining legitimate private keys, internal structure and tasks of sensor nodes. Having legal identities, it will construct powerful puppet nodes to replace the legitimate sensor nodes in WSN, forming a sensor nodes replace attack. Further, puppet nodes produced by nodes replace attack do facilitate to wormhole attacks. Puppet nodes(not to be found long time, because of having legitimate identities) with powerful function features attract the majority information flow of the network, then control the flow distribution in the entire WSN. The fact of puppet nodes master basic information all over the network provided by wormhole attacks, adversary can easily launch sinkhole attacks, because the puppet nodes have the characteristics of sybil attack also, so it has a number of legitimate features to communicate with the sink illegal without be discovered. Then, adversary complete control the entire WSN(including ordinary sensor nodes, aggregation nodes and base stations), he can do whatever he wanted.
Figure5. Security dependence principle
Figure4 show the dependency relationships between typically attacks in network layer. Capture or compromise attacks are the basis for next series of attacks, nodes replace attack is the key step in the entire complex attacks. Wormhole and sinkhole attacks can be considered as instances of large-scale destruction launched by adversary. Figure5 pointed the security dependence principle apply to comprehensive attacks.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, firstly, we proposed the application models and the comprehensive attacks based on sensor nodes captured or compromised attacks, clone attacks, nodes replace attacks, wormhole attacks and sinkhole attacks in wireless sensor networks. Furthermore, we analyzed the internal relationships of comprehensive attack, and then pointed out the security dependence principle in this special attack. Lastly, we indicated that comprehensive attack bought huge efficiency and would be the disturbing security problems in WSN.
